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BY J. JAMES CHRISTIAN

Seventy-nine years after its humble 26-page debut, The Bluebook has reentered the legal-writing
scene in the form of a bright-new 18th edition. This 415-page uniform legal-citation system is a
full 24 pages longer than its predecessor. Beyond its progressive content additions, the editors
appear to have finally listened to the grumblings of the countless faithful Bluebook followers with
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old tattered and torn covers. The new edition has shimmering bright-blue-plastic laminate cov-
ers offset by a sleek new font and layout. Its improved backside boasts a table-of-contents-like
tool that is certain to reduce search times. Flip this puppy on its side and you’ll see The Bluebook’s
three distinct sections—light-blue “Bluepages,” crisp-white rules and dark-blue tables.

The New Bluebook
Bigger, Better and Bluer



What’s New Stylistically?
Although much of the content has remained the same, new con-
ventions make The Bluebook’s 1L-loathed rules more accessible.

For starters, blue font is used throughout the book to
emphasize internal references to rules and tables. It is also used
in a particularly useful way in the index. Instead of italicizing
quoted examples and page references to examples in the index,
they are now printed in easy-to-spot blue.

Look back at your 17th edition. Did you notice that some of
the page-number references were italicized and some were not?
Even if you did, did you know why? Regardless, the new blue-
index-font convention is useful and undeniably eye catching.

Next, take a peek at the new light-blue Bluepages that com-
prise the first major section of The Bluebook. Those pages replace
and expand on the old Practitioners’ Notes.

For those of you who have adopted your own citation for-
mats over the years, jump back on the uniformity bandwagon by
taking a minute to read through this mini-refresher course. A
new table has been added at the end of the Bluepages that lists
the locations of jurisdiction-specific citation rules.

Expansions and Changes
As expected, most of The Bluebook’s rules underwent very minor
changes. But others were significantly expanded and modified.
Here are some of the more notable changes.

For my fellow securities lawyers, check out expanded Rule
14.6, used when citing to SEC and other securities-related
materials. We can all sleep better knowing that, from this point
forward, all SEC forms will be cited in a uniform manner. Note
also that annual corporate reports, proxy statements and the like
should be treated the same as books if they are in a form other
than that filed with the SEC.

And don’t worry, you trailblazing-cyberspace attorneys:
Much attention was paid to your ever-changing universe. Rule
18’s conventions for citing electronic media and “other non-
print resources” were completely retooled. When Internet cita-
tions become too cumbersome—or, in the words of The
Bluebook, “unwieldy”—they may be shortened and supplement-
ed with parenthetical linking directions. A new distinction
between parallel and direct Internet citations has been created.
Direct citation is used when no print format exists. The past
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requirement that traditional print sources be
cited if available has been carried over to the 18th
edition.

The globe-trotting international lawyers were
also given some attention. Rules 20 and 21 were
restructured and expanded to reflect global cita-
tion norms for foreign and international materi-

als. Table 2 (“T2” in Bluebook lingo), used when citing to
authorities from foreign jurisdictions, went through significant
growth. International lawyers now have citation direction on
everything from Argentinean periodicals to the Constitution of
the Republic of Zambia. T2’s increased use of foreign languages
is readily apparent. 

Some other changes and additions include:
• Rule 5.3 provides added clarity on ellipsis use.
• New Rule 10.2.1(k) acknowledges that cases are sometimes

known by a common name, as opposed to their previously
proper full-citation name, and allows for citation to the

common name.
• New Rule 10.9(b)(ii) provides direction on the use of “id.”

when parallel citations are involved (e.g., a proper pinpoint
“id.” form citation for the full cite “Ariz. Corp. Comm’n v.
Media Prods., Inc., 158 Ariz. 463, 763 P.2d 527 (Ariz. Ct.
App. 1988)” would be “Id. at 465, 763 P.2d at 529”).

• T13 (previously T14) now contains a more complete list of
journal abbreviations.

An Improved Bluebook
In addition to The Bluebook’s stylistic modifications, it has
grown substantively to reflect signs of our time. The refinement
and expansion of the rules and tables relating to electronic
media and international authorities are perfect examples of this.
Whether motivated by the competition (a k a the ALWD
Citation Manual), or simply a desire for change, the 18th edi-
tion of The Bluebook is a refreshing improvement over past edi-
tions.
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